Soundcore is Anker’s audio brand. Their signature sound is loved by 20 million+ people
around the world. Hear it, feel it.
Soundcore Liberty Air 2 Earbuds
True wireless earphones with 4 microphones with uplink noise cancellation for premium
call quality
Diamond-inspired sound
Sound with exceptional accuracy and clarity. Inspired by the ultra-hard structure of
diamonds, Liberty Air 2’s driver domes maintain their rigidity even when vibrating at high
frequencies. Music is reproduced with a 15% larger frequency bandwidth for clear treble
and 2x more bass.
Perfect for Home Offices
Each earbud is equipped with two microphones and cVc 8.0 noise reduction technology.
Environmental noises are reduced by 60%, while 95% of your voice is retained so you
sound louder and clearer on the other end. Ideal for when you are working from home or
taking conference calls.
Up to 28 Hours of Playtime
A single charge gives you a full 7 hours of listening, while the charging case extends it to
28 hours of playtime. And when the case needs a power boost, simply set it down on a
wireless charger.
Fast Charging
When you’re running short on time, a 10-minute charge will give you 2 hours of listening.
HearID Technology
Take the test to create a custom set of EQ settings that are optimized for your ears.
HearID maps your hearing sensitivity at multiple frequencies and intelligently analyzes the
results to give you a truly personalized listening experience.
22 EQ Modes
Use the Soundcore App to choose from a vast range of customized settings to get the
most out of your favorite genres. Other App functions include customizing the on-ear
controls and easy firmware updates
Full Touch Control
Use either earbud to control music, calls, activate voice assistants, or even power on/off.
One-Step Pairing and Bluetooth 5.0 Connectivity
Liberty Air 2 wireless earphones use Bluetooth 5.0 for a fast, strong, and ultra-stable
connection.
Qualcomm aptX Audio
Ensures lossless sound transfer when streaming media from your device
Mono/Stereo Modes
Simply remove one of the earbuds from the charging case to automatically enter mono
mode or remove both for stereo sound.

Customizable EarTips
Choose from 5 sizes of EarTips to find your perfect fit for enhanced passive noise
cancellation and comfort.
Water-Resistant Design
Liberty Air 2’s IPX5-rated protection defends your earbuds against rain, sweat and more.
Portable Size
Liberty Air 2’s tiny charging case has been designed to easily fit into virtually any pocket or
bag.
Note:
If using with an iPhone 11, incoming calls may cause the Bluetooth connection to drop for
2 to 4 seconds before reconnecting. Upgrade to iPhone 11/iPhone 11 Pro’s latest version
of iOS to ensure compatibility with Liberty Air 2.
Playtime varies according to volume and audio content.
This product cannot be connected with multiple devices at the same time.
Colour: Black / White
Form factor: In ear
Sound: Premium sound via diamond-inspired drivers, Qualcomm aptX technology
Playtime per charge: 7 hours
Total playtime with charging case: 28 hours
Charging time: 2 hours
Fast charging: 10 min charge = 2 hour playtime
Battery capacity: 55mA x2 (earbuds), 500mA (charging case)
Input: 5V ⎓ 0.5A
Rated output power: 5 mW @ 1% THD
Charging port: USB-C
Single bud use: both earbuds
Calls: 4 microphones with cVc 8.0 noise reduction technology
Waterproof level: earbuds IPX5, charging case not waterproof
Driver size: 2x 6mm diamond coated driver
Frequency response: 20Hz – 20kHz
Impedance: 16Ω
Bluetooth version: V5.0
Bluetooth range: 10m
Soundcore App: Yes
Soundcore item numbers: A3910H12 (Black), A3910H22 (White)
What’s in the box: Soundcore Liberty Air 2 True Wireless Earbuds, Charging Case, 5
EarTips (XS/S/M/L/XL), USB-C Cable, Quick Start Guide

